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Abstract
In recent years, machines and structures are composed of various materials as the multi-material structures to improve function and
performance. For design and production of the long term safety and reliable structures, it is important to understand the mechanical
behavior of the multi-material structures such as failure and fracture. Multilayer structures composed of thin polymer films are also
widely used in many fields. In this presentation, fracture mechanics approaches to the interfacial problems of are briefly reviewed
and a several testing methods developed for thin polymer films are presented including multi-stage peeling test, new type adhesion
testing, instrumented scratch testing and Nano-indentation testing. A method for evaluating interface strength is presented taking into
account of strain rate dependencies of adhesives. A method to evaluate the mechanical properties of films through inverse approach is
also presented. Some results obtained by our group are presented. Experimental results evaluated by using two-axes-driven peel
method and the effects of corona treatment and thickness of films are shown. Surface scratch testing results by instrumented testing
machine developed are shown and the relationship between damage and scratch friction coefficient is discussed. Strength and peeling
properties of adhesives is also investigated with probe tack test developed and the effect of pre-tension are examined. As an example
of practical applications, investigation on adhesive films for semiconductor packages is presented.
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